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Sheep Lick Feeder: Wheeled – 3 Tonne 
(Product code: LFXLF24W) 

 

Product Overview: 

The Paton 3 Tonne Wheeled Sheep Feeder is a large capacity unit designed with strength and capacity 
in mind. This large capacity unit eliminates the need for continual refilling, reducing labour costs and 
machinery time. 

Tow from the silo to the paddock completely full with ease behind your tractor, and simply rotate around 
the paddock to minimise pasture damage. These give you improved flexibility in your farm management 
without the hazards and damage risks. 

The Paton 3 Tonne Feeder is the largest in our wheeled feeder range. 

Being a wheeled version, you eliminate the requirement of a front end loader to shift your feeder and 
simply tow the unit with your linkage bar on your tractor. 

The trailer has a strong subframe and jack stand, while the hitch of the trailer can be provided as a 
standard ball hitch, single tongue swivel, double tongue, quick hitch tapered (40mm eye on top,      
50mm eye on the bottom), or pintle ring.  Also a rear hitch point allows two wheeled feeders to be 
attached and towed in tandem. 

The feeder can handle 16 ewes feeding at any one time, or 10 calves. Quick and easy to adjust, Paton’s 
lick doors are fully adjustable from closed to 6″ open with a simple turn of the supplied spanner. 

100% Australian made. 

 

KEY FEATURES 

 Strong supporting subframe 

 100% galvanised construction for longevity 
 Front fixed resting frame 

 15” rims and tyres 
 Easy to open hinged lid 
 Simple to adjust sliding lick doors 

 Suitable for grain, pellets and both heavy 

chopped or mixed feed 

 Rear tow hitch 
 Minimise pasture damage 

 

Dimensions: 5.3m (L) x 3.2m (W) x 1.88m (H) 

Buy Local - Paton 100% Australian made and owned 

50 Leather Street, Breakwater VIC 3219 
Ph:  (03) 5248 8373   Fax:  (03) 5248 8717 
Email: admin@paton.net.au  
Website: ww.patonindustries.com.au 
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